Biomechanical Indicators of Competitive Activity in Mas-Wrestling
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Abstract—The paper assesses the possibilities of using biomechanical indicators of competitive activity in mas-wrestling (the relative position of stick fluctuation zones and the general center of mass (GCM) of two athletes’ bodies system, the angle changes in the knee and hip joints) to determine the technical and tactical advantages (tactical efficiency, coordination of movements and economy of technical actions) of athletes. The discrepancy between the stick position zones and the general center of mass of the two-body system is revealed. The most significant is the ratio indicator of positions number of the general center of mass of bodies system to the number of stick positions on a certain side, reflecting the tactical efficiency of an athlete. In the winner of the fight, it was 5.5 times higher than in the loser. Tactical efficiency, in turn, is determined by the coordination of athlete’s body links movements in the knee and hip joints. In the winner, the bending of the torso is synchronized with the bending of the legs and vice versa. The loser does not have such consistency, he either extends his legs, not reinforcing it by extension of the body, or extends the body without the help of the legs. Economy of technical actions reflects the modulus of difference fluctuations in the angles in these joints. The average value of this indicator for the loser is 15.2 ± 11.98°, for the winner - 8.4 ± 6.65°, almost 2 times lower (p < 0.05).
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the central problems in mas-wrestling is the search for ways to improve technical and tactical skills. Mas-wrestling is stick pulling by opponents in two or three support positions. The external simplicity of movements in mas-wrestling hides the technically difficult wrestling and maximum muscle tension.

As in all types of wrestling, two athletes take part in mas-wrestling. The peculiarity of the competitive battle in this type of wrestling is that the athletes are in constant contact from its beginning to the end, that is, they make up a relatively balanced system of two bodies, pushing their legs away from the support board and pulling the stick to one’s side with hands.

The task of each of the opponents is to unbalance this system by any means permitted by the competition rules, tearing the stick out of the opponent’s hands, or dragging it to one’s side. Rupture of this ligament means the end of the scrum. The struggle itself looks dynamic and is characterized by a rapid change of scenery.

The scientific and methodological literature analysis showed that studies in mas-wrestling are mainly focused on finding ways to improve the technique of motor actions during the struggle [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. At the same time, in our opinion, the process of the struggle itself has not been sufficiently studied from the biomechanical point of view, which makes it difficult to find new ways to improve the technical and tactical skills of athletes.
In this regard, the aim of the study was to assess the possibility of using biomechanical indicators of competitive activity in mas-wrestling to determine the technical and tactical advantage.

Object of research – competitive activity in mas-wrestling.

Subject of research – biomechanical indicators of competitive activity in mas-wrestling.

Research objectives:
1. To identify the tactical effectiveness of the rivals actions based on the comparison of the stick trajectories and the general center of mass of athletes’ two-bodies system.
2. To evaluate the consistency of body parts movements and the economy of athlete’s technical actions based on the comparison of angle changes in the knee (KJ) and hip joints (HJ).

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To achieve the goal and solve the tasks we used a video of one of the competitive fights, shot with a fixed camera, which was located on the side of athletes along the axis of the support board. Separate frames with a time interval of 1.00 seconds were selected from the video. The total duration of the scrum was 21 seconds.

The frames were processed in the CorelDRAW graphical editor using linear graphics tools that made it possible to superimpose the position of the support board, sticks, 14-link diagram of the human body, as well as to determine the location centers of mass of individual body parts and to designate the location of each athlete’s body GCM and the GCM of two-body system (Fig. 1).

The presence in the graphics editor of convenient and accurate tools for measuring linear and angular quantities made it possible to determine the coordinates of particular points and their trajectories.

Due to the lack of a clearly defined amplitudinous scale in the location area of athletes, all linear dimensions were measured on the image in millimeters without determining its scale for converting distances to real values. In our study, the need to measure real distances was not principled.

III. RESULTS

Video analysis allowed us to note that the athlete on the left uses an aggressive attack tactical fight at a torn pace, holding the stick on his side with a sufficiently large deviation from the initial average position, while the athlete on the right uses defensive tactics, giving the opponent the position of the stick, but not giving him the final advantages needed to win the scrum. As a result, it was the right athlete who won that scrum, despite the lack of visual advantage during the fight. What technical and tactical actions allowed this athlete to win?

As part of solution of the 1st research task, we analyzed the trajectory of the stick and the GCM of two athletes bodies system. Figure 2 shows the trajectories of the stick and the GCM of the system relative to the initial position corresponding to zero coordinates. Already an overall look at this figure allows us to note the discrepancy between the zones of stick positions and the GCM of two-body system. The stick positions zone is located to the left of positions zone of the GCM of system located in the region of the zero coordinate.

Fig. 1. Location of support board, stick, gcm of two-body system and gcm of each of the opponents in the 3rd second of fight

Fig. 2. Trajectories of movement of the stick and the GCM of two-body system during the competitive bout
The number of stick positions and the GCM of two-body system was calculated on each side of the zero coordinate in the course of the scrum (Fig. 3). At the first blush, the athlete on the left has a clear advantage in the number of stick positions on his side (18 to 3, i.e. 6 times more often than the opponent on the right), and relative parity in the number of positions of the GCM of the two-body system (11 to 10).

But, taking into account that the right athlete won in the end, we can assume that the position of the GCM of the system, and not of the stick, is a more significant indicator. Even more significant is the ratio indicator of positions number of the GCM of bodies system to the number of positions of the stick on a certain side. If the stick is more often on the left of the starting position at the beginning of the scrum, and the GCM of bodies system is on the right, then the athlete on the right is more tactically engaged in tactical fight, allowing the athlete on the left to have a visual advantage in the stick position, but not giving him the advantage of fighting in the position of the two-body system GCM.

By dividing the positions number of the GCM of bodies system by the number of stick positions from one of the opponents, we can calculate his tactical efficiency. The tactical efficiency of the athlete on the left is equal to the ratio of the number of left-side positions of the GCM of two-body system (11) to the number of left-side stick positions (18) during the scrum. It is equal to 0.61 units. The tactical efficiency of the athlete on the right is equal to the ratio of the number of right-handed positions of the GCM of two-body system (10) to the number of right-handed stick positions (3) during the fight. It is 3.33 units. According to this indicator, the athlete on the right has a significant advantage. His tactical efficiency is 5.5 times higher.

The question arises, due to what the athlete on the right received such a significant advantage? We assume that his tactical advantage reflects a higher level of technical actions execution.

To confirm the assumption, there was made an assessment of body parts movements consistency of each of the athletes based on the comparison of angle changes in the knee and hip joints (2nd study objective).

The flexion-extension of the legs and torso of the athlete on the right occurs relatively synchronously, as indicated by the presence of positive and negative peaks at the same time points. That is, the bending of the body occurs simultaneously with the bending of the legs and vice versa. The athlete on the left has no such consistency in changing the angles in the joints. He either extends his legs, not reinforcing it with an extension of the torso, or extends his torso without the help of his legs. Perhaps the athlete on the left lacked a more coordinated work of body parts to bring the fight to victory.

The consistency of body link movements was evaluated using the nonparametric Z-criterion of signs. Coordinated movement in this context is manifested in the simultaneous flexion (extension) in both joints, non-coordinated movement is manifested in extension in one joint when bending in the other. As a result, the coordination of movements turned out to be reliable for the athlete on the right (p < 0.01) and not reliable for the athlete on the left (p > 0.05).

The angle changes in the joints made it possible to evaluate such an indicator as technique economy. For this, a difference between angles in the knee and hip joints at each moment of the scrum was revealed. Given a less coordinated work of the legs and torso of the athlete on the left, difference fluctuations in the angles of KJ–HJ are more significant than those of his opponent. But for us, it was not so much the difference in angles that was important as the changes in this difference relative to the previous moment of the scrum, taken modulo (Fig. 4).

The average values of this indicator for the athlete on the left are 15.2 ± 11.98°, for the athlete on the right – 8.4 ± 6.65°, almost 2 times lower (p < 0.05), which may indicate a more economical fight conducting manner of the athlete on the right, who forces the athlete on the left to spend more effort, exhausting him and saving more of his own strength for the final moments of the fight.
IV. CONCLUSION

Thus, to determine the technical and tactical advantage (tactical efficiency, movements coordination and the economy of technical actions) in mas-wrestling, biomechanical indicators of competitive activity can be informative: the relative position of the stick fluctuation zones and the general center of two athletes’ bodies mass system, the angle changes in knee and hip joints.

The most significant is the ratio indicator of positions number of the GCM of bodies system to the number of stick positions on a certain side, reflecting the tactical efficiency of an athlete.

The tactical efficiency of competitive activity, in turn, is determined by the movements coordination of the athlete’s body parts in the knee and hip joints, as well as by the economy of technical actions that reflect the module of angles difference fluctuations in these joints.

For a deeper assessment of the information content of the proposed tools for competitive activity analysis in mas-wrestling, it is necessary to study a larger number of videos.
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